
@alybee930 I am going to try using Tweetdeck and tweetchat for tonight's chat in 
45 minutes. #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:16:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97807931927576577 - #54 
tweet details

@jmalphy @alybee930 Ooooohhh, I forgot that #titletalk is tonight! Better get 
supper a cooking so I can participate! 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:19:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97808657189830656 - #55 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @jmalphy Yes, come ready to talk about a few of your favorite 
picture books. And Frankie Pickle, of course. #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:20:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97808907388469248 - #56 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @alybee930 I switched over to Tweetchat a few months ago and it 
seems easier to keep track. #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:24:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97809842751803393 - #57 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @alybee930 You can adjust your refresh speed on the tweetchat 
toolbar. Still faster than Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:25:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97810176823918592 - #58 
tweet details

@colbysharp Made it home in time 4 #TitleTalk! Verlander almost threw a no-hitter. 
GoTIGERS! 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:27:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97810601673375744 - #59 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @donalynbooks @alybee930 I have it set to refresh every 5 
seconds. I always struggle with keeping up. :) #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:28:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97810888769273856 - #60 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @donalynbooks @alybee930 I have it set to refresh every 5 
seconds. I always struggle with keeping up. :) #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:28:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97810888769273856 - #61 
tweet details

@alybee930 @donalynbooks thanks for that tip about the refresh button #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:30:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97811436079808513 - #62 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Young Hoosier Book Award Nominees for 2011-2012: 
http://t.co/vBhR2ii #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:31:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97811599108218880 - #63 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @PaulWHankins: Young Hoosier Book Award Nominees for 
2011-2012: http://t.co/vBhR2ii #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:32:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97811786140626945 - #64 
tweet details

@thebrainlair Just signed in to Tweetchat so I don't miss any of the convos on 
#titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:34:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97812513458110465 - #65 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Since @PaulWhankins shared Young Hoosier Book Award info, 
I'm sharing the Monarch Award nominees (for K-3) http://t.co/IXSwVwV #titletalk 
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Sun Jul 31 23:36:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97812909115195392 - #66 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @MrSchuReads @PaulWHankins we read a lot of those #yhba 
books for our 2009 Mock Newbery #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:36:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97812930686500864 - #67 
tweet details

@pageintraining I need to write faster so I am ready for #titletalk. Come on, short 
story, move! 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:37:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97813274996903937 - #68 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @PaulWhankins In Illinois we also have Bluestem (3-5) 
http://t.co/KDDSYFa and Caudill (4-8) http://t.co/vYqM5Fx #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:38:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97813438029500417 - #69 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: @PaulWhankins In Illinois we also have 
Bluestem (3-5) http://bit.ly/mXz1K6 & Caudill (4-8) http://bit.ly/mWWAha #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:39:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97813540542488576 - #70 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I love that it looks like we already started. :) #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:39:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97813649724424192 - #71 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @MrSchuReads I see your Monarch Award Nominees and raise 
you The Eliot Rosewater Awards: http://bit.ly/pPYTla #TitleTalk #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:39:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97813771464089600 - #72 
tweet details

@alybee930 @MrSchuReads I can feel everyone's excitement for tonight's #titletalk 
through the computer. :-) 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:39:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97813781140344832 - #73 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @PaulWHankins Ha, I already raised you Bluestem and Caudill. 
#titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:40:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97814000921878529 - #74 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @colbysharp We should probably just make this a Tigers #titletalk . . 
.somehow. Okay, maybe not. 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:41:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97814259223900160 - #75 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @brianwyzlic @colbysharp I am down with #TigerTalk just about 
anytime. Wait. It's August. Only fans are talking about Tigers now. #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:42:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97814512010395648 - #76 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @alybee930: @MrSchuReads I can feel everyone's 
excitement for tonight's #titletalk through the computer. :-) 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:43:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97814548597317632 - #77 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @MrSchuReads @PaulWhankins The books on the Caudill are 
awesome! #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:46:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97815451186364416 - #78 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Since the focus is K-3 books tonight, may I just say how much I 
love @LaurelSnyder's Bigger than a Bread Box. #titletalk 
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Sun Jul 31 23:46:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97815526163742720 - #79 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @MrSchuReads: Since the focus is K-3 books tonight, may I 
just say how much I love @LaurelSnyders Bigger than a Bread Box. #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:48:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97815891143700480 - #80 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden Just now trying Tweet Chat to join in tonight #Titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:48:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97815956620980224 - #81 
tweet details

@alybee930 @LouiseBorden How is it working for you? #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:49:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97816071716872194 - #82 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden Yes Franki I can feel it thorugh the I pad #Titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:49:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97816111009112064 - #83 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden Great! Think I understand it #Titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:49:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97816202608517120 - #84 
tweet details

@sducharme @MrSchuReads :) yes. Ok, I see we're all K-3 tho' so I'll choose 
another. #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:50:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97816368245776385 - #85 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @sducharme You should join us anyway! Lots of great discussion 
about instruction and ladders to other books. #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:52:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97816859923054592 - #86 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Yippee! @louiseborden is here! #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:52:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97816996456038400 - #87 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: Yippee! @louiseborden is here! #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:52:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817048217944064 - #88 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @colbysharp Oh, Penny Dreadful rocks! I gave away 9 or 10 
copies last year. @laurelsnyder #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:53:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817149069996032 - #89 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @PaulWHankins @MrSchuReads I see your mid-size state 
awards and raise you Bluebonnets and Lone Stars:) #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:54:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817382424285184 - #90 
tweet details

@leakelley Pretty sure the spotty 3G connection on my phone will keep me off 
#titletalk tonight. Very bummed! 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:54:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817429857665024 - #91 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler 4 mins to go! Still on the road @alybee930 @MrSchuReads 
know am there in spirit #titletalk-don't know if I can participate via phone-w/try 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:54:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817432504287233 - #92 
tweet details
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@MrSchuReads RT @donalynbooks: @PaulWHankins @MrSchuReads I see your 
mid-size state awards and raise you Bluebonnets and Lone Stars:) #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:54:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817435448688640 - #93 
tweet details

@alybee930 @Cathy_Blackler @MrSchuReads Join in when you can..
you. #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:55:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817575215476737 - #94 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @sducharme This monthly chat covers a wide range of books and 
grade levels. Primary focus tonight w/ our special hosts! #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:55:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817627354873856 - #95 
tweet details

@gaskell79 First time twitter user and TitleTalk. Super excited to try and follow 
along. #Titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:55:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817780413415424 - #96 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 Wrapping up dinner and Bedtime for the children... but hoping to keep 
one eye on #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:56:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817962270048256 - #97 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden Happy to be here and listen and learn. . #Titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:56:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97817963733843968 - #98 
tweet details

@sducharme @alybee930 Oh yes, I am. Prek3-5. I read mostly 4-5 books this 
summer though. I'm still in for #titletalk though! 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:56:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818011037204482 - #99 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @libbabray @alybee930 @MrSchuReads Charlotte's Web, 
E.B. White. Half-Magic, Edward Eager. Little House on the Prairie #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:56:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818061951873025 - #100 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I have my amazon cart ready, in case there is anything that I 
must have asap! #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:57:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818196362534913 - #101 
tweet details

@momphillips2 #titletalk Excited to get some new titles to use in 2nd grade 
classroom. 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:57:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818220769181696 - #102 
tweet details

@donalynbooks My goodreads tab is open and ready to add more titles to my 
towering TBR shelf. #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:57:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818241661009920 - #103 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks Goodreads seems to be a smarter option..I will 
do that now! #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:57:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818309369671680 - #104 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I have Goodreads open. #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:58:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818399786270720 - #105 
tweet details

@carwilc And I never quite do the hashtag right, even though in theory I understand 
it #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:58:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818421458255872 - #106 
tweet details
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@pageintraining Me too! RT @donalynbooks: My goodreads tab is open and ready 
to add more titles to my towering TBR shelf. #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:58:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818441276342272 - #107 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: I have Goodreads open. #titletalk <= me too 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:58:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818442656256000 - #108 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads The chat hasn't started and I'm already behind reading. 
#ReaderFasterMrSchu #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:59:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818628799463424 - #109 
tweet details

@beckymaher Excited to hear about new titles. #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:59:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818636592480256 - #110 
tweet details

@thebrainlair @carwilc if you use something like tweetchat it automagically adds 
hashtag #titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:59:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818645417304065 - #111 
tweet details

@ohionicole @frankisibberson I'm going to try to wait for the Cover to Cover trip in 
a couple of weeks. #titletalk #Titletalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:59:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818670163697664 - #112 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Introduce our guests, @donalynbooks and let's get started. . 
.THIS. . .IS. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Jul 31 23:59:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818730557476864 - #113 
tweet details

@jmalphy #titletalk is starting! Yea! 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:00:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97818954789163008 - #114 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Welcome to our 11th edition of #titletalk. Our special co-hosts 
tonight are @mrschureads & @alybee930. Welcome John & Allyson! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:00:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819041099554816 - #115 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Welcome to our 11th edition of #titletalk. Our special co-hosts 
tonight are @mrschureads & @alybee930. Welcome John & Allyson! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:00:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819041099554816 - #116 
tweet details

@colbysharp #titletalk hooray! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:00:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819044845060096 - #117 
tweet details

@colbysharp #titletalk hooray! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:00:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819044845060096 - #118 
tweet details

@Yrdsblibrarian Goodreads is open and ready for tonight's #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:01:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819144094887936 - #119 
tweet details

@Yrdsblibrarian Goodreads is open and ready for tonight's #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:01:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819144094887936 - #120 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Welcome, John. Welcome, Alyson. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:01:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819191494705153 - #121 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Thank you for having us today! I'm a K-5 teacher-librarian just 
outside of Chicago. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:01:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819248440774656 - #122 
tweet details

@alybee930 Hi everyone! #titletalk So excited to be here with everyone 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:01:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819271433957376 - #123 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @MrSchuReads imagine trying to keep up on a blackberry 
driving thru canyons #titletalk #willdomybest 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:01:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819285690396673 - #124 
tweet details

@alybee930 And I am an elementary principal in Pasadena CA #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:02:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819369899438081 - #125 
tweet details

@mrsdkrebs @donalynbooks Yes, welcome, @mrschureads & @allybee930 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:02:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819400249409537 - #126 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Perhaps, @mrschureads & @alybee930 would like to introduce 
themselves. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:02:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819410911330304 - #127 
tweet details

@jmalphy John and Alyson are great Twitter friends to follow for those of you who 
don't yet! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:02:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819501831270400 - #128 
tweet details

@donalynbooks OK, Twitter is slow tonight. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:02:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819528347648001 - #129 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins For the record. It was sooooo my idea to have @MrSchuReads 
and @Alybee930 as hosts here. Love, Max. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:02:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819572492697600 - #130 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin ready to write down more books I have no time to read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:03:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819599474655232 - #131 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @jmalphy: John and Alyson are great Twitter friends to follow 
for those of you who dont yet! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:03:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819602540707840 - #132 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk 7th grade teacher outside Chicago looking for great pic. books to 
use w/my kids (and to buy for my own kids)! 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:03:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819606059728897 - #133 
tweet details
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@MrSchuReads @Alybee930 and I both have a passion for books for K-3 students. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:03:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819660434681857 - #134 
tweet details

@RogueTeaching 7th grade teacher too. Houston, Texas #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:03:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819738897518593 - #135 
tweet details

@teachingfriends Yoohoo! I made it to #titletalk Somehow I always manage to 
miss it. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:03:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819763824263168 - #136 
tweet details

@alybee930 And excited to share great titles from picture books up to transitional 
books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:03:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819768727408640 - #137 
tweet details

@colbysharp #titletalk 4th grade teacher: Battle Creek, MI 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:03:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819829540626432 - #138 
tweet details

@Yrdsblibrarian I'm always looking for books for me to read and to share with my 
students (high school age) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:04:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819840554860545 - #139 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims Teacher with an addiction to pict books here! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:04:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819840345157633 - #140 
tweet details

@jmalphy 4K-12 librarian from Wisconsin! :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:04:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819915213484032 - #141 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Tonight, we would like to focus on picture books, readers, and 
early chapter books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:04:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97819928224210945 - #142 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Elementary librarian always looking for great books and ideas for 
my library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:04:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820013427298304 - #143 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I just finished a project where I traveled 6,000 miles. Every day I 
stopped at a library and bookshop and asked this question #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:04:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820025079070720 - #144 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer RT @donalynbooks: RT @jmalphy: John and Alyson are great 
Twitter friends to follow for those of you who dont yet! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:04:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820029546020864 - #145 
tweet details

@donalynbooks John & Alyson, I often hear about teachers/parents who think early 
readers should move away from picture books. Your thoughts? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:04:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820075792408577 - #146 
tweet details

@capecodlibrary Elem Lib Assist from MA K-3 #titletalk #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:05:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820110458335233 - #147 
tweet details

@pageintraining K-4 librarian from WI #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:05:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820135024369665 - #148 
tweet details

@karenterlecky 5th grade tchr excited abt this topic - love picture books and always 
looking for bridges for certain readers #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:05:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820155475795969 - #149 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads What was a favorite book from your K-3 school years? I would love 
to hear some of yours and then we will focus on new books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:05:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820160395718656 - #150 
tweet details

@alybee930 Wow! Twitter is slow tonight. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:05:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820180574507008 - #151 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin Yes, great discussion-starting pic books for middle school #titletalk 
ideas? 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:05:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820205820026881 - #152 
tweet details

@pageintraining My favorite book from K-3 was Bill Peet's The Whingdingdilly 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:05:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820301139775489 - #153 
tweet details

@RogueTeaching There's a Monster at the End of the Book, The Giving Tree 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:05:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820324145532928 - #154 
tweet details

@donalynbooks One of my favorite early books was The Velveteen Rabbit. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820338246778880 - #155 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I loved Go Dog Go by P.D. Eastman my dad would read it to me 
and my sister until we memorized it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820390834978816 - #156 
tweet details

@colbysharp #titletalk Brown Bear, Brown Bear 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820404395147264 - #157 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Mine was How Fletcher Got Hatched. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820412129452032 - #158 
tweet details

@shighley I often get asked for picture books to help with various literary devices 
for my intermediate and middle schools. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820414306291712 - #159 
tweet details

@alybee930 One of my favorite books as a kid was The secret Garden #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820428285906945 - #160 
tweet details
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@MrSchuReads My landmark book was Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing: 
http://mrschureads.blogspot.com/2011/07/one-of-mr-schus-favorite-books.html 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820471134928896 - #161 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 k-5 librarian in WI - favorite was The Very Hungry Caterpillar #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820474997874688 - #162 
tweet details

@chorkie How could I not name The Little Engine That Could. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820490026074112 - #163 
tweet details

@capecodlibrary should mention anita's book a day #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820512012611584 - #164 
tweet details

@gaskell79 Alexander and the terrible, horrible, no good very bad day #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:06:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820515644870656 - #165 
tweet details

@carwilc We have the Colorado Children's Book Awards (elementary) and the Blue 
Spruce Awards in Colorado, chosen by kids #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820587598155776 - #166 
tweet details

@jmalphy I loved the Little House books when I was younger. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820608271876096 - #167 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Pic book for me as a child blueberries for sal #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820619839778818 - #168 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer I'm a K-5 librarian from Berkeley, CA. One of my favorite early 
books was Ferdinand #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820644904931328 - #169 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I loved anything by Richard Scarry or Dr. Seuss, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820644292571136 - #170 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims Ferdinand the Bull #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820649099235329 - #171 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @shighley good resource called USING PICTURE BOOKS TO 
TEACH LITERARY DEVICES from Oryx Press #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820651414487040 - #172 
tweet details

@shighley My dad read To Think That I Saw it on Mulberry Street with my many 
times. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820668573384704 - #173 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @capecodlibrary Yes to AnitaSilvey's 
http://childrensbookalmanac.com/. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820672906104832 - #174 
tweet details
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@LibLaura5 A favorite read aloud by my 3rd grade teacher: The Silver Crown by 
Robert C. O'Brien #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820680350990336 - #175 
tweet details

@mrsdkrebs @MrSchuReads Is that the question you asked the librarians and 
book shop owners? Mine was Put Me in the Zoo by Robert Lopshire #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820693206532097 - #176 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins We'd fight for the Richard Scarry books trying to find goldbug. 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820702085881856 - #177 
tweet details

@GMarySue @alybee930 Yes to the Secret Garden! Loved that! Also Pokey Little 
Puppy.#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820703256088576 - #178 
tweet details

@jmalphy @Cathy_Blackler I just read Blueberries for the first time this summer! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820732867870720 - #179 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MaryAnnScheuer I loved Ferdinand, too. Still love it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820771283505152 - #180 
tweet details

@pageintraining @LibLaura5 I loved The Silver Crown #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820777902129152 - #181 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Do your students still check out your favorite book? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820799515361280 - #182 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I loved it when my third grade teacher read the entire Paddington 
series to us. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820800710742017 - #183 
tweet details

@momphillips2 #titletalk One of my favorite books as child Miss Nelson is Missing 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:07:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820803860664320 - #184 
tweet details

@jmalphy @GMarySue @alybee930 Pokey Little Puppy was one of my faves, too! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820843454898176 - #185 
tweet details

@colbysharp I so loved finding Goldbug! RT @PaulWHankins: We'd fight for the 
Richard Scarry books trying to find goldbug. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820845669486592 - #186 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @alybee930 I loved The Secret Garden and The Little 
Princess - filled my imagination, when I was about 9, I think #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820847057805312 - #187 
tweet details
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@capecodlibrary Loved the golden books #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820887893557248 - #188 
tweet details

@Komos72 Bears in the Night (pic book) and Little House & Judy Blume were some 
of my faves as a kid! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820896001138690 - #189 
tweet details

@frazierde RT @GMarySue: @alybee930 Yes to the Secret Garden! Loved that! 
Also Pokey Little Puppy.#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820898555473921 - #190 
tweet details

@sducharme @PaulWHankins I LOVE Fletcher too! Never heard anyone else 
know that one :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820929731723264 - #191 
tweet details

@katsok Spot books were some of my favorite picture books. And anything from Dr. 
Seuss. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820936325185536 - #192 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Go Dog Go still gets read a lot but not so much for Paddington. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820983481745408 - #193 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims Later, Trixie Belden mysteries! Read 'em all #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97820989932576768 - #194 
tweet details

@alybee930 Love seeing everyone's titles from their childhood. And do you see kids 
still checking out some of those titles? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821022727835648 - #195 
tweet details

@Jreaderwriter My favorites were Dr. Seuss. I got a new book in the mail every 
month. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821024774660096 - #196 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @mrsdkrebs Yes, http://t.co/I9rIp8E #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821028213993472 - #197 
tweet details

@RoccoA Yikes I am so old It is Virginia Burton's The Little House #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821039718969344 - #198 
tweet details

@frazierde @GMarySue @alybee930 LOVED LOVED Pokey Little Puppy! thanks 
for the reminder! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821049672056832 - #199 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Read to my own children stella luna and fritz and the beautiful 
horses #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821060484960256 - #200 
tweet details

@jmalphy How could I forget the @judyblume books I read as a child, too?! She 
was my favorite author! #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:08:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821066210181121 - #201 
tweet details

@spamrazz I remember reading the Pokey Little puppy over and over again. I also 
loved all the Ramona books too #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:08:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821069565632512 - #202 
tweet details

@pageintraining I don't think I've ever seen a kid check out a Bill Peet book since I 
started working in schools in 2004 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821123240140800 - #203 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I loved A Strawberry for the Princess--a Golden Book, I think! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821124989169664 - #204 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @sducharme See? That will get you a follow. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821128646606848 - #205 
tweet details

@capecodlibrary John what were some favs from your trip this summer? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821135831449601 - #206 
tweet details

@ohionicole Ramona Quimby Age 8 was my favorite #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821152499605504 - #207 
tweet details

@katsok I also remember my parents giving me A Baby Sister for Francis when my 
sister was about to be born. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821166412107776 - #208 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 #titletalk I also loved the Cleary animal books like Socks and Ribsy 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821167754289152 - #209 
tweet details

@mindi_r @RoccoA I lOVED The Little House. I read that one over and over again. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821176730103809 - #210 
tweet details

@mindi_r @RoccoA I lOVED The Little House. I read that one over and over again. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821176730103809 - #211 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Oh my goodness, my TBR pile is going to overflow with older titles. 
#Imintrouble #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821196086816768 - #212 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Oh my goodness, my TBR pile is going to overflow with older titles. 
#Imintrouble #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821196086816768 - #213 
tweet details

@Komos72 Mine, too! :) RT @jmalphy: How could I forget the @judyblume books I 
read as a child, too?! She was my favorite author! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821207763750913 - #214 
tweet details
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@litnlearn RT @MWLibraryDiva: I loved Go Dog Go by P.D. Eastman my dad 
would read it to me and my sister until we memorized it. #titletalk #adogparty 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821211224047616 - #215 
tweet details

@Komos72 Mine, too! :) RT @jmalphy: How could I forget the @judyblume books I 
read as a child, too?! She was my favorite author! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821207763750913 - #216 
tweet details

@litnlearn RT @MWLibraryDiva: I loved Go Dog Go by P.D. Eastman my dad 
would read it to me and my sister until we memorized it. #titletalk #adogparty 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821211224047616 - #217 
tweet details

@jenwagner #titletalk I read every sincgle Beverly Cleary and Carolyn Haywood 
and loved Nancy Drews. Also, The 5 little peppers & how they grew :) 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821234397585409 - #218 
tweet details

@jenwagner #titletalk I read every sincgle Beverly Cleary and Carolyn Haywood 
and loved Nancy Drews. Also, The 5 little peppers & how they grew :) 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821234397585409 - #219 
tweet details

@eductwitt Curious George... I wanted to own a monkey, #titletalk. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821255440400384 - #220 
tweet details

@AnneClark7 #titletalk 4th grade teacher, Indiana. Yes!! The Pokey Little Puppy! 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821262830772224 - #221 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Secret Garden and Little Princess were favorites for me too around 3rd 
or 4th grade. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821265192165378 - #222 
tweet details

@RogueTeaching I read The Giving Tree every year to my 7th graders on last day 
of school #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821271286480897 - #223 
tweet details

@pageintraining I lovedPokey! RT @spamrazz: I remember reading the Pokey 
Little puppy over and over again. I also loved all the Ramona books too #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821293486948353 - #224 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @capecodlibrary I recommend every title featured in “Mr. Schu’s 
reading video” http://t.co/12AX87l #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821322662526977 - #225 
tweet details

@sducharme @RoccoA Yes, and Katy and the Big Snow! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:09:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821339783659520 - #226 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk Another favorite from my early reading days was Ferdinand the 
Bull. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821355097067520 - #227 
tweet details
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@Shelly_Sims First book that made me cry - Little House when dog Jack died. I 
was 9 #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821358158905344 - #228 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin Are we only discussing books we liked as kids or great books we 
can share with ours? I'd like some newer titles #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821360822304768 - #229 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katsok I LOVED the Frances books and the Witch Next Door 
books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821383098241024 - #230 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler The family that nobody wanted landmark novel for me-read the 
cover right off-mom got me a new one #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821423615225856 - #231 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @MrSchuReads: @capecodlibrary I recommend every title 
featured in “Mr. Schu’s reading video” http://t.co/12AX87l #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821431303376896 - #232 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 My students definitely still read Hungry Caterpillar, but Secret Garden 
and Little Princess are not checked out often. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821460319584257 - #233 
tweet details

@Komos72 @alybee930 I read Bears in the Night to my first graders every year. :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821482285154304 - #234 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @mindi_r I visited Laura's house a few weeks ago 
http://mrschureads.blogspot.com/2011/07/laura-ingalls-wilders-historic-home.html 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821517798313984 - #235 
tweet details

@alybee930 @DavidAEtkin We will get to new titles - #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821530234425344 - #236 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 My copies of A light in the attic and Where the Sidewalk Ends were so 
well loved. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821539487068160 - #237 
tweet details

@Mrscreads #titletalk I love sharing all the Chris Van Allsburg books. My kids love 
noticing how many of his books have a twist at the end. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:10:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821587113381888 - #238 
tweet details

@1healigan RT @donalynbooks: I loved anything by Richard Scarry or Dr. Seuss, 
too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821596743503873 - #239 
tweet details

@Komos72 @frankisibberson @katsok I forgot about those! Loved Frances and 
Little Witch!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821600015065088 - #240 
tweet details
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@shighley @jenwagner Your last two posts describe me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821627760377856 - #241 
tweet details

@mrsdkrebs @Jreaderwriter Me too. I was in the same book of the month club. 
Didn't two titles come together? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821638069985282 - #242 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I also remember getting the Happy Hollister series in a book club 
through the mail. I still have them! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821644168511488 - #243 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @DavidAEtkin I think John's moving to a point here regarding our 
favorites and the new titles. I'm excited to see the connection. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821654348075008 - #244 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @mindi_r ooh, also loved ferdinand #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821655358898176 - #245 
tweet details

@pageintraining I also loved School House in the Woods by Rebecca Caudill in 3rd 
grade and Basil of Baker Street. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821672844963841 - #246 
tweet details

@alybee930 Wondering what picture books that people have planned to use to kick 
off the new school year? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821673528635393 - #247 
tweet details

@jmalphy Chicken Soup with Rice by Maurice Sendak is one I liked read to me 
when I was little. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821676485611520 - #248 
tweet details

@arthurslade Winnie the Pooh. Not sure even what kind of bear he is, but loved it 
as a kid. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821698639921153 - #249 
tweet details

@sducharme Nancy Drew was big for me, but kids don't dig her these days - 
anyone else get ND moving? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821716235038720 - #250 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @alybee930 Let's transition to new titles. Do you want to start with 
picture books? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821717346516993 - #251 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @katsok I definitely remember the Francis books, especially 
for their combination of humor and lessons #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821723692503041 - #252 
tweet details

@katsok @LibLaura5 forgot about that. My copy of Where the Sidewalk Ends fell 
apart from reading it so much. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821762435289088 - #253 
tweet details
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@Heartteacher_ @MrSchuReads Frog Went A-Courtin' #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821767204220928 - #254 
tweet details

@teachingfriends I remember sitting on the floor in the library reading Dick and 
Jane books with my mother! LOL! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821799261290496 - #255 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I probably should not be following this chat while doing a project 
involving an exacto knife. I keep looking up at tweetdeck! 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821806056058880 - #256 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @eductwitt my favoirite was CG rides a bike - where he makes the 
paper boats/hats #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:11:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821830844399616 - #257 
tweet details

@CBethM @mindi_r Jack Gantos said that Ferdinand was banned in the US during 
the war years. Wild. #titletalk #dangerouspicturebooks 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821850079477760 - #258 
tweet details

@spamrazz Where the sidewalk ends takes me back to my 3rd grade teacher Mrs 
Chapman #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821850775719936 - #259 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I like to use Chrysanthemum to start off the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821870589616128 - #260 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @alybee930 I begin each year with Sylvia Fair's The Bedspread. 
And I teach 11th graders in s. Indiana. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821876591656961 - #261 
tweet details

@jmalphy Read Of Thee I Sing by President Obama this summer and I want to use 
that this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821883218661376 - #262 
tweet details

@beckymaher I'm using Everybody Needs a Rock - Byrd Baylor #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821884221095937 - #263 
tweet details

@RoccoA "Please let me go judge, I didn't know judge that a horrible thing was 
coming this way" The Judge margot zemach #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821899920375808 - #264 
tweet details

@Jreaderwriter @mrsdkrebs Now that you say that, I remember that I did get two 
books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821901975601152 - #265 
tweet details

@capecodlibrary I always start with The Library by Sarah Stewart #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821907612729344 - #266 
tweet details
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@Komos72 @sducharme My 1st grade girls love Nancy Drew! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821916299145216 - #267 
tweet details

@pageintraining @alybee930 I want to use Sea Monster's First Day as one of the 
kickoff books #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821948612067328 - #268 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 The revamped Nancy Drews (shorter and the covers are new) are 
moving and the graphic novel ones. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821950998609920 - #269 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I'm going to read @KateMessner's Sea Monster's First Day and 
Pete the Cat Rocking My School Shoes on the first day of school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821951665516544 - #270 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @jmalphy: Read Of Thee I Sing by President Obama this summer 
and I want to use that this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97821968455319552 - #271 
tweet details

@teachingfriends Have you read Queen of the Falls by Chris Van Allsburg? Love 
it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822042413473792 - #272 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims New title, I Love You the Purplest by Barbara Joose. I use it to teach 
imagery, poetry. Love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822083748339712 - #273 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I love to start the year off with brand new books--love the new 
Pete the Cat--Rocking in my School shoes for young readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:12:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822091839148033 - #274 
tweet details

@jmalphy @MrSchuReads @KateMessner I have the same plans, John! Great 
minds think alike! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822108054331392 - #275 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @alybee930 and I share our back-to-school recommendations (K-
3) here: http://t.co/vJcd4uD #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822133186592768 - #276 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva My kids love it when I start the year with The Library Dragon. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822143785611264 - #277 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I also loved the Frances books, Henry Huggins (wasn't a Ramona 
fan), Little House series, & Charlotte's Web. #TitleTalk http://t.co/OfZQ9Pl 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822146599981056 - #278 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana #titletalk I use Byrd Baylor's EVERYBODY NEEDS A ROCK with 
my grad students 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822152258101248 - #279 
tweet details
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@colbysharp I too am going to start the year with Sea Monster RT 
@MrSchuReads: Im going to read @KateMessners Sea Monsters First Day #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822164933287936 - #280 
tweet details

@shighley New book: Me..... Jane by Patrick McDonnell. Using with biography unit. 
School starts tomorrow! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822172738883584 - #281 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler I would use thank you, mr falker at the start of each year to look 
ahead to our journey together #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822175788138496 - #282 
tweet details

@kassiaowedekind @ohionicole I loved Ramona too! Wrote my college application 
about Ramona Quimby being one of my role models with her spunk! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822191332233216 - #283 
tweet details

@katsok Always start the year with What You Know First by Maclachlan. My 
favorite. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822215239761920 - #284 
tweet details

@alybee930 One of the titles that I like to use for September 11th is 14 Cows for 
America by Carmen Agra Deedy #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822267702116353 - #285 
tweet details

@mariacaplin @alybee930 How I Spent My Summer Vacation Mark Teague 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822266510946304 - #286 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I'm also working to get an ipad adapter so I can share The 
Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore. Amazing! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822294298214400 - #287 
tweet details

@CBethM Ooooo! I liked the Saggy Baggy Elephant, too. And Goodnight Moon. 
Wish I'd read Harold and the Purple Crayon as a kid. Cool book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822308797915136 - #288 
tweet details

@jmalphy @MrSchuReads Loved the trailer you shared for the new Pete book and 
my boys did too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822330906095616 - #289 
tweet details

@teachingfriends I will start of the year with Amber on the Mountain by Tony 
Johnston and Thank you, Mr. Falker by Patricia Polacco. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:13:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822331916910594 - #290 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads If you're opening your school year with Pete the Cat, make sure 
you download the song http://t.co/1J1BVpg #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822352427073537 - #291 
tweet details

@sducharme Go Home Mrs Beekman! Is fun for first week (not so new though) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822387315277824 - #292 
tweet details
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@mrsjezell Mine too! Ragged w/ love! RT @LibLaura5: My copies of A light in the 
attic and Where the Sidewalk Ends were so well loved. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822427815481346 - #293 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher @Mrscreads My5th graders love Van Allsberg too! We use them 
as we study and practice inference #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822452419268608 - #294 
tweet details

@beckymaher Love the new Pete the Cat! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822474883956736 - #295 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @katsok #titletalk I love What You Know First. It's a great book 
for writing. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822501924638720 - #296 
tweet details

@mrsdkrebs @alybee930 I'll have to look at the 14 Cows book. I like Fireboat 
about 9/11 too #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822521256189952 - #297 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims The Name Jar by Yangsook Choi How your name is just right. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822541749563393 - #298 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I will read Dotty by @EricaPerl http://www.ericaperl.com/dotty/ 
2010 pub. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822545780277248 - #299 
tweet details

@ChocolateAir @alybee930 14 Cows for America is a good one. I use it with my 
sixth graders. 9-11 related. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822552050769920 - #300 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I read Weslandia with my sixth graders every year, also, The 
Prince of Butterflies. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:14:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822574129577984 - #301 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @teachingfriends: Have you read Queen of the Falls by Chris Van 
Allsburg? Love it! #titletalk <= love this one 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822601199632384 - #302 
tweet details

@mindi_r @CBethM Why? Because he was a peaceful bull? #titletalk 
#booksaredangerous 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822607679819776 - #303 
tweet details

@kassiaowedekind @jmalphy Still sing Chicken Soup with Rice with my kinders 
every year #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822611081396224 - #304 
tweet details

@teachingfriends @ProfessorNana #titletalk I love to use Everybody Needs a 
Rock for writing. 
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Mon Aug 01 00:15:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822636356276225 - #305 
tweet details

@spamrazz I like using the Library Lion for the 4th and 5th graders #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822639254544384 - #306 
tweet details

@Komos72 For Sept 11, I love America is by @louiseborden. Beautiful book! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822642370904064 - #307 
tweet details

@colbysharp @kassiaowedekind: A Ramona college application is awesome! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822677187837952 - #308 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @alybee930 LOVE 14 Cows-use with my HSers #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822677007466496 - #309 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MrSchuReads @EricaPerl Love Dotty, but I love her teacher 
best of all:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822685656125440 - #310 
tweet details

@alybee930 @ChocolateAir I used it with my staff as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822701669974016 - #311 
tweet details

@jmalphy @alybee930 @teachingfriends That book is at school waiting for me to 
read it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822737128636417 - #312 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @Komos72: For Sept 11, I love America is by @louiseborden. 
Beautiful book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822754157498368 - #313 
tweet details

@debrobl @alybee930 This book is a must for that day. Very moving.#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822764882337793 - #314 
tweet details

@Komos72 Meet Wild Boars is a fun one to talk about how NOT to behave at 
school :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822772922810368 - #315 
tweet details

@pageintraining I love this book RT @spamrazz: I like using the Library Lion for 
the 4th and 5th graders #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822810596048896 - #316 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva @spamrazz I love the Library Lion too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822817395019776 - #317 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Toys Come Home will be good for anyone looking for a great 
chapter book read aloud. Prequel to Toys Go Out. Loved it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822823459979265 - #318 
tweet details
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@MrSchuReads I love to share books about books during the first two weeks of 
school. My recommendations: http://t.co/vJcd4uD #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:15:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822830862929920 - #319 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @Shelly_Sims Love the Name Jar! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822857966534656 - #320 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KMM387HNQk Using this 
Peter H. Reynolds video as connector piece to The Bedspread on first day. 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822884663275520 - #321 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KMM387HNQk Using this 
Peter H. Reynolds video as connector piece to The Bedspread on first day. 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822884663275520 - #322 
tweet details

@jillfisch I am currently gathering titles about reading enjoyment to start my year - 
Wolf!, Miss Brooks Loves Books, Wild About Books, etc #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822896621223936 - #323 
tweet details

@jillfisch I am currently gathering titles about reading enjoyment to start my year - 
Wolf!, Miss Brooks Loves Books, Wild About Books, etc #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822896621223936 - #324 
tweet details

@spamrazz I also love Hooway for Wodney Wat! Great for talking about bullying 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822903407611905 - #325 
tweet details

@spamrazz I also love Hooway for Wodney Wat! Great for talking about bullying 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822903407611905 - #326 
tweet details

@CBethM I got a copy of The Dot for my classroom. Not sure if it's to share in class 
or if it's for me. Makes me tear up. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822921006923776 - #327 
tweet details

@happycampergirl @kassiaowedekind @ohionicole When I lived in Oregon, I 
made a friend take me to Klickitat Street! It's a real place! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822970285789184 - #328 
tweet details

@jmalphy Tweets are coming so fast it's even hard to favorite them tonight! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822982881296384 - #329 
tweet details

@capecodlibrary alybee930 did you tweet that there is a wiki of this titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97822989403426817 - #330 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher #titletalk. The Memory String by Eve Bunting is wondwrful for 5th 
graders. 
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Mon Aug 01 00:16:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823028976693248 - #331 
tweet details

@olugbemisola such a lovely, lovely book RT @ProfessorNana #titletalk I use Byrd 
Baylor's EVERYBODY NEEDS A ROCK with my grad students 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823041593159681 - #332 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Miss Brooks Loves Books (And I Don't) is perfect for 1st and 2nd 
graders: http://t.co/XtOPTON #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823058043224064 - #333 
tweet details

@mariacaplin @capecodlibrary and then I read Miss. Malarkey Leaves Reader 
Behind #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823087302680576 - #334 
tweet details

@alybee930 @capecodlibrary There is a wiki of our book recommendations & also 
of the chat. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823090070913027 - #335 
tweet details

@alybee930 @capecodlibrary There is a wiki of our book recommendations & also 
of the chat. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823090070913027 - #336 
tweet details

@alybee930 @capecodlibrary There is a wiki of our book recommendations & also 
of the chat. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823090070913027 - #337 
tweet details

@donalynbooks New Harris Burdick book this fall for Allsburg fans. Notable 
authors write stories for the drawings. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823099214495744 - #338 
tweet details

@donalynbooks New Harris Burdick book this fall for Allsburg fans. Notable 
authors write stories for the drawings. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823099214495744 - #339 
tweet details

@donalynbooks New Harris Burdick book this fall for Allsburg fans. Notable 
authors write stories for the drawings. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823099214495744 - #340 
tweet details

@katsok Also enjoy Enemy Pie by Munson when talking about how we should give 
everyone a chance at the beginning of the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823099474550784 - #341 
tweet details

@katsok Also enjoy Enemy Pie by Munson when talking about how we should give 
everyone a chance at the beginning of the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823099474550784 - #342 
tweet details

@katsok Also enjoy Enemy Pie by Munson when talking about how we should give 
everyone a chance at the beginning of the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:16:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823099474550784 - #343 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer I really had fun reading Sea Monster's First Day by 
@KateMessner - great PB for beginning of school #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:17:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823114192363520 - #344 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer I really had fun reading Sea Monster's First Day by 
@KateMessner - great PB for beginning of school #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823114192363520 - #345 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer I really had fun reading Sea Monster's First Day by 
@KateMessner - great PB for beginning of school #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823114192363520 - #346 
tweet details

@teachingfriends I would like to make a list of picture books by genre. I'm trying to 
think of fantasy and mystery pbs. Any titles? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823140410966016 - #347 
tweet details

@teachingfriends I would like to make a list of picture books by genre. I'm trying to 
think of fantasy and mystery pbs. Any titles? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823140410966016 - #348 
tweet details

@teachingfriends I would like to make a list of picture books by genre. I'm trying to 
think of fantasy and mystery pbs. Any titles? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823140410966016 - #349 
tweet details

@Edu_Trends Miss Brooks Loves Books (And I Don't) is perfect for 1st and 2nd 
graders: #titletalk http://bit.ly/pFO6QH 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823146614341633 - #350 
tweet details

@mel_91284 ur a principal? i would of loved u at my school as a kid lol awesome!
RT @alybee930: And I am an elementary principal in Pasadena #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823196920811520 - #351 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher @CBethM agreed! The Dot is terrific #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823200775385088 - #352 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks I always felt Russell Hoban had a preoccupation 
w/food. All the lunches/meals for Frances described w/detail #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823213295386625 - #353 
tweet details

@jmalphy Time to Eat by Steve Jenkins is a beautiful book I just got in my JLG 
selection box last week! Will share this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823224565469184 - #354 
tweet details

@mrsdkrebs RT @capecodlibrary: @alybee930 did you tweet that there is a wiki of 
this titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823235462283264 - #355 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We will archive the entire chat and there will be wiki site for book 
lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823239325237248 - #356 
tweet details

@Komos72 @jillfisch Do you have Born To Read? Another fun one for encouraging 
reading habits! #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:17:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823244664569857 - #357 
tweet details

@alybee930 @capecodlibrary Here is the wiki recommendations http://bit.ly/oOjbti 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823264541392896 - #358 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I always read The Incredible Book Eating Boy to 2nd grade during 
their first library time http://t.co/CyufgOE #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823292014067713 - #359 
tweet details

@frazierde @jillfisch funny Jill these are the SAME books I start with! Look at Book 
by P.Catalanoto too #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823307570745344 - #360 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @jillfisch What are you Doing by Amado is a new one about 
reading. Have you seen it? I like it but haven't share w/kids yet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:17:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823310221541376 - #361 
tweet details

@pageintraining I also want to use How to Teach a Slug to Read early in the year 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823362692284416 - #362 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @Cathy_Blackler Maybe he thought little kids were obsessed with 
food? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823382770425856 - #363 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads There is a wiki of all of our recommendations 
http://alybee930andmrschureads.pbworks.com #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823388256567296 - #364 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @MrSchuReads: There is a wiki of all of our recommendations 
http://alybee930andmrschureads.pbworks.com #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823445508825088 - #365 
tweet details

@mariacaplin @capecodlibrary Leaves NO Reader Behind #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823445806624768 - #366 
tweet details

@jmalphy Seabird in the Forest is a beautiful book I just read last week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823463598854144 - #367 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer another great new PB for beginning school: Gingerbread Man 
Loose in the School - quick review: http://t.co/R4arF8H #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823511111929856 - #368 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MrSchuReads Thanks for sharing The Incredible Book Eating 
By with me last year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823523711623168 - #369 
tweet details

@Mrscreads @CBethM #titletalk Have you read Ish? 
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Mon Aug 01 00:18:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823535736688640 - #370 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher Fantastic!"@donalynbooks: New Harris Burdick book this fall for 
Allsburg fans. Notable authors write stories for the drawings. #titletalk" 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823549372383232 - #371 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @MrSchuReads: There is a wiki of all of our recommendations 
http://alybee930andmrschureads.pbworks.com #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823566229274624 - #372 
tweet details

@alybee930 Wow! Don't event have time to add to GoodREads...this is amazing. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:18:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823591197974528 - #373 
tweet details

@pageintraining I also want to use The Wonderful Book by Leonid Gore #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823609904566272 - #374 
tweet details

@mrsjezell Fab chat going on now! Join in!RT @donalynbooks: We will archive the 
entire chat and there will be wiki site for book lists. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823635783434240 - #375 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: RT @MrSchuReads: There is a wiki of all of 
our recommendations http://alybee930andmrschureads.pbworks.com #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823650148921344 - #376 
tweet details

@frazierde @Mrscreads love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823661507100673 - #377 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @mariacaplin: @alybee930 How I Spent My Summer Vacation 
Mark Teague #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823671019773953 - #378 
tweet details

@colbysharp This is so fun. My wife is calling me a dork:( #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823695271243776 - #379 
tweet details

@jmalphy I will be sharing The Best Place to Read the first week of school, too! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823703919894528 - #380 
tweet details

@kassiaowedekind @alybee930 @capecodlibrary Oh thank goodness on the wiki. 
I was writing studd down like a crazy fool! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823725612838912 - #381 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads We created a list of 20 of our favorite 2011 picture books. If you 
only have time for four of them, I recommend.. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823761067286528 - #382 
tweet details

@momphillips2 #titletalk Good book for choosing just right book Goldie Socks and 
the Three Librarians by Jackie Hopkins good 4 beg. year. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823771796312064 - #383 
tweet details
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@Mrscreads @donalynbooks #titletalk Thanks for the heads up. He is one of my all
-time favorites. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823786178592768 - #384 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks I always coveted the little cardboard salt 
shakers ;o) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823812506230784 - #385 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Melvin and the Boy (2012 Caldecott Honor??), Me…Jane (2012 
Caldecott??), Press Here, and Little Chicken’s Big Day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823824690679808 - #386 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims @colbysharp Love that! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:19:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823842386444288 - #387 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 Good Picturebooks about reading: Calvin Can't Fly by Berne or 
Biblioburro: A True Story from Colombia by Winter #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823860380020737 - #388 
tweet details

@akgal68 Thank you for creating the wiki. Will be great for future reference. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823867069939713 - #389 
tweet details

@capecodlibrary colbysharp we are all dorks!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823881863241728 - #390 
tweet details

@Komos72 @donalynbooks @MrSchuReads My 1st graders LOVED Incredible 
Book Eating Boy! (And wanted to know who took a bite out of the book!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823896916594688 - #391 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads All 20 books are listed here: 
http://alybee930andmrschureads.pbworks.com/ #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823928105447424 - #392 
tweet details

@RoccoA New 9/11 picture book Don Brown America is Under Attack #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823932861792257 - #393 
tweet details

@mmanlove RT @MaryAnnScheuer: I really had fun reading Sea Monster's First 
Day by @KateMessner - great PB for beginning of school #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823967288623104 - #394 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: All 20 books are listed here: 
http://alybee930andmrschureads.pbworks.com/ #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823991514931202 - #395 
tweet details

@colbysharp YES! RT @capecodlibrary: colbysharp we are all dorks!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97823995365294081 - #396 
tweet details
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@jmalphy RT @MaryAnnScheuer: I really had fun reading Sea Monster's First Day 
by @KateMessner - great PB for beginning of school #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824014868824064 - #397 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @teachingfriends Fantasy PB: The Salamander Room, most Van 
Allsburg books, Plantzilla #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824019256049664 - #398 
tweet details

@teachingfriends Read (pb) Finding Daddy by Jo Harper. Set during the Great 
Depression. It's a beautiful book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824023156752384 - #399 
tweet details

@c_sturgeon The book I can't wait to share w/elem students is Chalk by Thomson. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824035672563712 - #400 
tweet details

@ohionicole I read Ish the first week, Kinders want so badly to be perfect. This 
eases their stress. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824078395736064 - #401 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims What a Wonderful World by Ashley Bryan - Amazing illus. Timeless 
song #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824080140570624 - #402 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @c_sturgeon: The book I can't wait to share w/elem students is 
Chalk by Thomson. #titletalk <= my favorite picture book 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824099539234817 - #403 
tweet details

@akgal68 Me...Jane is on my TBR list. I will move it up. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:20:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824107139313664 - #404 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @MrSchuReads oliver jeffers works w/HSers too-love Heart in a 
Bottle #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824111623020545 - #405 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @c_sturgeon Chalk is AMAZING! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824123178323968 - #406 
tweet details

@RoccoA Also checkout Nursey Rhyme Comics by First Second #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824142165938177 - #407 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I like Beautiful Oops! for early in the year too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824143084486656 - #408 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @LibLaura5 I'm curious to read the new story about 
Biblioburro, from a young girl's perspective. forgetting title... #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824153863852034 - #409 
tweet details

@alybee930 @akgal68 Yay you are here...#titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:21:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824159752663040 - #410 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin Has anyone read Van Allsburg's new book about Nia. falls? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824161627508737 - #411 
tweet details

@jmalphy @c_sturgeon I used with 1st grade last year and then we went outside to 
the playground to make our our chalk drawings! Fun! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824175317712896 - #412 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @c_sturgeon Chalk was my favorite picturebook of 2010! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824181445591041 - #413 
tweet details

@jillfisch @jmalphy Love it and the other 2 in the series, The Best Book to Read 
and The Best Time to Read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824184784261120 - #414 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @frankisibberson: I like Beautiful Oops! for early in the year too. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824189167321088 - #415 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher I love using pic books w/ HS students to introduce a topic Mirette 
on the High Wire for science class on balance. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824249137467393 - #416 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @Cathy_Blackler Me, too. Begged my mother to boil eggs for my 
lunch. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824252333522944 - #417 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Locate a copy of Melvin and the Boy 
http://us.macmillan.com/melvinandtheboy #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824261527437312 - #418 
tweet details

@momphillips2 #titletalk The Best Book to Read and The Best Place to Read by 
Debbie Mertram good for young readers for RW at beg. year. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824267567247361 - #419 
tweet details

@pageintraining Chalk was fanastic to share in summer school RT @c_sturgeon: 
The book I can't wait to share w/elem students is Chalk by Thomson. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824277000237056 - #420 
tweet details

@alybee930 @DavidAEtkin Yes, it is wonderful and illustrations are gorgeous. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824292091342849 - #421 
tweet details

@mrsdkrebs Me too! RT @Cathy_Blackler: @donalynbooks I always coveted the 
little cardboard salt shakers ;o) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824331974967298 - #422 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Also, Me...Jane is a must read 
http://www.hachettebookgroup.com/kids_books_9780316045469.htm #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:21:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824344775987201 - #423 
tweet details

@marykreul Always 1st bk of the year RT @MrSchuReads: My landmark book was 
Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing: http://tinyurl.com/43w93oq #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:21:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824353038770176 - #424 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 @MaryAnnScheuer Ohhh! Need to find that - thanks for mentioning 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824375142748160 - #425 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @alybee930: @DavidAEtkin Yes, it is wonderful and 
illustrations are gorgeous. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824377428652032 - #426 
tweet details

@spamrazz @MaryAnnScheuer I just saw this at Borders..my kinders will love this! 
They get obsessed by gingerbread men from Dec on.. lol #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824378695327744 - #427 
tweet details

@c_sturgeon The one I can't wait to read myself & I'm sure will share with upper 
elem is Grisham's The Abduction. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824382910607361 - #428 
tweet details

@akgal68 @alybee930 Only for a few minutes. :( #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824390644899840 - #429 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @MrSchuReads: Also, Me...Jane is a must read 
http://www.hachettebookgroup.com/kids_books_9780316045469.htm #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824436304089088 - #430 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MrSchuReads Melvin and the Boy is that good? I haven't seen 
it....#titletalk Thanks! 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824469216804864 - #431 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @PaulWHankins: RT @MrSchuReads: Also, Me...Jane is a 
must read http://www.hachettebookgroup.com/kids_books_9780316045469.htm 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824486094671872 - #432 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims I am adding many to my cart on Amazon as we "speak"! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824514292989954 - #433 
tweet details

@sducharme The Boy Who Was Raised By Librarians is another good one to start 
the year. The kids get to see me get teary right off the bat #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824515232505856 - #434 
tweet details

@RoccoA Also Substutue Creacher by Chris Gall #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824519888175105 - #435 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @paulwhankins and @donlyanbooks How do you keep up? I have 
even more respect for you. #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:22:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824554856095744 - #436 
tweet details

@librarykelly @momphillips2 I used this at the beginning of last school year. Kids 
loved it! Goldilocks...libearians. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824587282255872 - #437 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer found it: Waiting for the Biblioburro by Monica Brown 
http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/650019282 #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824597688320000 - #438 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: @paulwhankins and @donlyanbooks How do 
you keep up? I have even more respect for you. #titletalk <= me too 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:22:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824602302054401 - #439 
tweet details

@Mrscreads @frankisibberson #titletalk GREAT IDEA! Gave that to my husband for 
Father's Day :) 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824624611565568 - #440 
tweet details

@colbysharp Interested in early Graphic Novels for some of my struggling 4th 
graders. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824646187069440 - #441 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Agree about Me...Jane. Definite Caldecott short lister. Will order 
Melvin and the Boy. @mrschureads #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824706991882240 - #442 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I highly recommend Perfect Square http://tinyurl.com/3cqsykb 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824709021929472 - #443 
tweet details

@ohionicole Press Here is a a great new picture book. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824718857576448 - #444 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp I love the new Jennifer/Matt Holm Squish for GN. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824747110408192 - #445 
tweet details

@mrsdkrebs Funny! RT @Shelly_Sims: I am adding many to my cart on Amazon 
as we "speak"! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824747244621824 - #446 
tweet details

@CBethM @Mrscreads No, but I will add Ish to my TBR list. I already like the title. :-
) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824770866950145 - #447 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @colbysharp Look at Frankie Pickle, Lunch Lady, Squish... 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824776625725440 - #448 
tweet details

@pageintraining Squish would be a great one RT @colbysharp: Interested in early 
Graphic Novels for some of my struggling 4th graders. #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:23:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824787488968704 - #449 
tweet details

@akgal68 Hoping to do fun activities with Chalk this year. Excited I'll now have 
chance to read with younger grades. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824797991505923 - #450 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler My HSers last year loved It's a Book - I'm surprised it didn't jump 
in someone's backpack permanently #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824812122116096 - #451 
tweet details

@Mrscreads @DavidAEtkin #titletalk yes!! Kids loved it and love how all his books 
are so different. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824812642222081 - #452 
tweet details

@RoccoA Loren Smith's Grandpa Green #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824814886174720 - #453 
tweet details

@Komos72 @colbysharp Boxcar Children was made into graphic novel series 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824827578126336 - #454 
tweet details

@alybee930 Like to transition to early readers for a bit. Not losing out on wonderful 
picture bks but what early readers do ppl like? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:23:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824840744046593 - #455 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer @MrSchuReads Perfect Square was amazing - great to use 
any time of year! so inventive #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824884968792064 - #456 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @frankisibberson @colbysharp I recently read the second Squish 
book (September publication). Just as good as first one. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824893898465280 - #457 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims @mrsdkrebs @Shelly_Sims Credit card on FIRE #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824901263659008 - #458 
tweet details

@teacherman82 Any high school teachers out there use picture books to 
teach/review literary elements? #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824903377600512 - #459 
tweet details

@marykreul Have a photo of my dad reading The Little Engine That Could to us 
kids #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824907735478272 - #460 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp Owly is great (wordless for the most part). Amulet. Bone. 
Babymouse. Lunch Lady. Daniel Boom. (Graphic Novels) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824910910570496 - #461 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: @colbysharp Look at Frankie Pickle, Lunch 
Lady, Squish... #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:24:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824927939436545 - #462 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin #titletalk quickly emailing all good recommendation tweets to my 
EVERNOTE acct. Hope it works! 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824937934458880 - #463 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Let's transition to early readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824949653356544 - #464 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Grin and Bear it is a new early reader I love. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824966719975424 - #465 
tweet details

@mrsdkrebs @Shelly_Sims LOL #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824978581467136 - #466 
tweet details

@ohionicole @MrSchuReads yes, Perfect Square is wonderful! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824981718810624 - #467 
tweet details

@librarykelly The Pout Pout Fish is also good for beginning of the year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97824996759568386 - #468 
tweet details

@capecodlibrary Classic Frog and Toad #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825005299183618 - #469 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 Can't wait to share Perfect Square by hall #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825017563332608 - #470 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @HSeslteacher: I love using pic books w/ HS students to 
introduce a topic Mirette on the High Wire for science class/balance. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:24:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825107170430976 - #471 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher I love wordless picture books by Istvan Banyai. Such as Zoom. 
Great for upper elementary. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825118843187200 - #472 
tweet details

@ewitt43 Nothing like reading to my daughter before she goes to bed and trying to 
follow #titletalk on my #iphone! 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825128271982592 - #473 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Ling and Ting by Grace Lin http://www.gracelin.com/content.php?
page=lingandting #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825141861523456 - #474 
tweet details

@alybee930 I love the Toon Book titles that are early readers and comic book style 
together. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825140066369536 - #475 
tweet details

@colbysharp Chuckling Duckling is a super fun early reader. #titletalk 
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Mon Aug 01 00:25:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825184555347968 - #476 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I just recently bought Elsie's Bird by Jane Yolen. It's a great story 
about finding your place in a new place. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825201806508032 - #477 
tweet details

@CBethM @sducharme My son & I really liked The Boy Who Was Raised By 
Librarians. :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825219053498368 - #478 
tweet details

@mrsdkrebs @BrightTeacher I love Zoom too and Flotsam too #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825253396459520 - #479 
tweet details

@Sascha_Zuger @arthurslade I believe he was a willy nilly silly ol' bear. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825285482876929 - #480 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer Some of the Balloon Toon books are fun graphic novels for 
early readers #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825311596609536 - #481 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads If you haven't already, check out the Toon Book reader. Full text 
http://www.professorgarfield.org/toon_book_reader/ #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825315337945088 - #482 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin RT @donalynbooks: RT @MrSchuReads: There is a wiki of all of 
our recommendations http://alybee930andmrschureads.pbworks.com #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825323118366720 - #483 
tweet details

@librarykelly @sducharme This one is wonderful!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825329330143232 - #484 
tweet details

@capecodlibrary First person to check out Ling and Ting, their cat threw up on it, 
true story #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825340747026432 - #485 
tweet details

@beckymaher Fly Guy is a favorite with our early readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825344387678209 - #486 
tweet details

@pageintraining @alybee930 I also love that many Toon Titles are also available 
online at Professor Garfield #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825364138668032 - #487 
tweet details

@alybee930 @teachingfriends Actually for early readers talking about books like 
Elephant & Piggie or Ling & Ting, etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:25:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825368181977088 - #488 
tweet details

@katsok Early Readers - Marty McGuire, Mercy Watston, Frankie Pickle, Zita the 
Spacegirl, Amulet series. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825376859987968 - #489 
tweet details
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@trkravtin RT @alybee930: I love the Toon Book titles that are early readers and 
comic book style together. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825395272982528 - #490 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @QuincyTutoring @teachingfriends My Goodreads shelves are 
organized. I can send later. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825418828193792 - #491 
tweet details

@saraallen91 @colbysharp Bone is a gr8 graphic novel series older kids love. 
When I taught 4th gr, they loved it & now in 5th they still do #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825426310836225 - #492 
tweet details

@malmartintx #titletalk just going to open goodreads and start typing in titles! :) 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825440726663168 - #493 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @MrSchuReads and Alybee930 For the secondary people 
looking in--a working definition of "early reader?" #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825507562897408 - #494 
tweet details

@carwilc @colbysharp I am teaching fourth grade for first time. Would love some 
titles of books you love #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825512558305280 - #495 
tweet details

@Lisa_Ahn @sducharme The latest Judy Moody is big on Nancy Drew -- maybe a 
revival #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825521919983616 - #496 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims @teacherman82 Daily! Check out http://writingfix.com/Index.htm 
Great resource, applies to both reading/writing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825528819617792 - #497 
tweet details

@alybee930 In looking at ppl's response - seems we might need to think abt def. for 
early readers vs. early chapt bks #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825535211745280 - #498 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @MaryAnnScheuer: Some of the Balloon Toon books are fun 
graphic novels for early readers #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825590832410625 - #499 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @Shelly_Sims: @teacherman82 Daily! Check out 
http://writingfix.com/Index.htm Great resource, applies to both reading/writing. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:26:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825604338073600 - #500 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Bink and Gollie by DiCamillo is a great beginning reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825637322076162 - #501 
tweet details

@sducharme The TOON books are all popular as early readers #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825647065432064 - #502 
tweet details
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@MaryAnnScheuer early reader series we love: Bella and Rosie (2 sweet dogs) 
from Pleasant Valley - anyone use these? #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825655324033024 - #503 
tweet details

@Mrscreads @BrightTeacher #titletalk There is Re-Zoom too. Great for also 
teaching focus in writing. 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825666527014912 - #504 
tweet details

@MrFordReads Dodsworth Goes To Rome is a good early reader. Good visual 
cues and a funny story #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825688924590080 - #505 
tweet details

@MaryAnnScheuer Bella and Rosie from Pleasant Valley: 
http://www.pioneervalleybooks.com/bella-and-rosie-chapter-books.html #titletalk 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825752954834945 - #506 
tweet details

@spamrazz my kids love the Elephant and Piggie books! I love them too #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825815684841474 - #507 
tweet details

@alybee930 Early readers would be for K/1 students who are just developing 
reading skills #titletalk or at least for the purpose of tonight 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825822211182592 - #508 
tweet details

@colbysharp I also like the Mercy Watson series RT @librarygrl2: Bink and Gollie 
by DiCamillo is a great beginning reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825831438655488 - #509 
tweet details

@Shelly_Sims Love idea of good quality early readers - some have staid language, 
no story line, etc. It's tricky. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825834513080320 - #510 
tweet details

@jmalphy Going to be purchasing a lot more Cowgirl Kate and Cocoa books for my 
library this year, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:27:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825848085848064 - #511 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: RT @jmalphy: John and Alyson are great Twitter 
friends to follow for those of you who dont yet! #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:28:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825873742405633 - #512 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher See The Ocean by Estelle Condra is great to teach visualizing text 
and empathy for others. #titletalk 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:28:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825889865318401 - #513 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @Mrscreads #titletalk great. Sorry I missed him when he was here 
in B-lo 
 
Mon Aug 01 00:28:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 97825902276251648 - #514 
tweet details

@c_sturgeon A favorite subgenre for this new MLS grad is library fiction - Ron's Big 
Mission, Tomas & the Librarians, Biblioburro. #titletalk 
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